Effect on information transfer of synaptic pruning driven by spike-timing-dependent plasticity.
Spike-timing-dependent plasticity (STDP) is an important driving force of self-organization in neural systems. With properly chosen input signals, STDP can yield a synaptic pruning process, whose functional role needs to be further investigated. We explore this issue from an information theoretic standpoint. Temporally correlated stimuli are introduced to neurons of an input layer. Then synapses on the dendrite, and thus the receptive field, of an output neuron are refined by STDP. The mutual information between input and output spike trains is calculated with the context tree method. The results show that synapse removal can enhance information transfer, i.e., that "less can be more" under certain constraints that stress the balance between potentiation and depression dictated by the parameters of the STDP rule, as well as the temporal scale of the input correlation.